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Network investment and the threat of regulation �

preventing monopoly exploitation or infrastruture on-

strution?
1

Abstrat

In summer 2005, theGerman teleommuniation inumbentDeutsheTelekomannouned

its plans to build a new broadband �bre optis network. Deutshe Telekom deided as

preondition for this new network not to be regulated with respet to priing and third

party aess. To develop a regulator's strategy that allows investments and prevents

monopolisti pries at the same time, we model an inumbent's deision problem under a

threat of regulation in a game-theoretial ontext. The deision whether to invest or not

depends on the probability of regulation and its assumed impat on investment returns.

Depending on the inumbent's expetation on these parameters, he will deide if the

investment is favourable, and whih prie to best set. This prie is below a non-regulated

pro�tmaximising prie, sine the inumbent tries to irumvent regulation. Thus, we show

that the mere threat of a regulator's intervention might prevent supernormal pro�ts without

atual prie regulation. The regulator, on the other hand, an in�uene both investment

deision and the inumbent's prie via his signals on regulation probability and prie.

These signals an be onsidered optimal, if they simultaneously allow investment and

minimize the inumbent's prie.Keywords: regulation, investment, teleommuniation, network industriesJEL lassi�ations: L43,L51,L96

1 We thank espeially DiemoDietrih and Axel Lindner for helpful omments and suggestions on earlierversions of this paper.
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Zusammenfassung

Im Sommer 2005 gab die Deutshe Telekom ihre Planungen für den Aufbau eines

neuen Glasfaserbreitbandkabelnetzes bekannt. Sie stellte dabei zur Bedingung, daÿ

dieses Netz weder preislih noh hinsihtlih des Netzzugangs Dritter reguliert wer-

den sollte. Um eine Regulierungsstrategie zu de�nieren, die gleihzeitig die Investition

ermögliht und monopolistishe Preise verhindert, wird in diesem Beitrag ein Modell

entwikelt, das das Entsheidungsproblem des Marktsassen unter Regulierungsandro-

hung spieltheoretish untersuht. Die Investitionsentsheidung ist dabei abhängig von

der Regulierungswahrsheinlihkeit und dem Regulierungsumfang, mithin dem Ein�uÿ

der Regulierung auf die Einnahmen des Marktsassen. Auf Grundlage der Erwartungen

des Marktsassen bezüglih dieser Parameter wird er entsheiden, ob er investiert und

welhen Preis er wählt. Dieser Preis wird unterhalb eines unregulierten Preises liegen,

um eine Regulierung abzuwenden. Folglih wird gezeigt, daÿ shon die Androhung der

Regulierung Übergewinne verhindert, ohne daÿ der regulatorishe Eingriff selbst tatsäh-

lih erfolgen muÿ. Der Regulierer wiederum kann die Investitionsentsheidung ebenso

wie den vom Marktsassen gesetzten Preis durh Signale über Regulierungswahrshein-

lihkeit und -preis beein�ussen. Diese Signale werden als optimal angesehen, wenn sie

gleihzeitig die Investition ermöglihen und den Preis des Marktsassen minimieren.Keywords: Regulierung, Investitionen, Telekommunikation, Netzindustrien
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1 Introdution

In summer 2005, Deutshe Telekom announed its plans to build a new broadband �bre

optis network. The initial investment was said to be around 3 billion euros. However,

Deutshe Telekom deided on the preondition for this new network not to be regulated

with respet to priing and third party aess.

German regulation authorities announed their refusal to onede to Telekom's pressure.

They suggested that Telekom and its ompetitors, mostly servie providers that rent a-

paity from the dominant inumbent, agree on rules how to manage aess to the new

infrastruture. Following this Telekom let it be known that they were unwilling to share

the new apaities with ompetitors, laiming that ompetitors should undertake the irre-

versible network investments (sunk osts) by themselves. Unless the new, tehnologially

leading infrastruture were exempted from regulation, Telekom threatened the investment

to be made in other areas or ountries. Hene, the German regulator faed a dif�ult

situation: Allowing Telekom to have its way would mean an end to traditional aess

regulation in teleommuniation in Germany. However, if the regulator deided aess

regulation to hold, the infrastruture would not be set up.

In summary, the regulatory ageny faed an issue of �rst and seond degree errors: if it

regulated an area whih - from the eonomi point of view - should be left unregulated,

suh an over-regulationmight forelose welfare enhaning investments. If, however, it did

not regulate an area whih required regulation, under-regulation ould inhibit ompetition

and failitate market power exploitation.

In this artile we model an inumbent's deision problem under a threat of regulation in a

game-theoretial ontext. The deision whether to invest or not depends on the probability

of regulation and its assumed impat on investment returns. Depending on the inumbent's

expetation on these parameters, he will deide whether the investment is favourable or

not, and whih prie to best set. This prie is below a non-regulated pro�t maximising

prie, sine the inumbent tries to irumvent regulation and redue the intervention

probability, respetively. Thus, we show that the mere threat of a regulator's intervention

might prevent supernormal pro�ts without atual prie regulation. The regulator, on the

other hand, an in�uene both investment deision and the inumbent's prie via his

signals on regulation probability and prie. These signals an be onsidered optimal, if

they simultaneously allow investment and minimize the inumbent's prie. Aordingly,

wrong regulator's signals might prevent investments. Hene, we model an investment

deision under unertainty (of regulation) to develop a welfare maximizing regulation

strategy.

Previous researh on the relationship between investment and regulation has disussed

either impats of spei� regulatory regimes or inentives of underinvestment due to poliy

unertainty. Continuing researh on dynami ef�ieny issues of regulation disussed by

Mandy & Sharkey (2003) and Littlehild (2003), a urrent work by Evans & Guthrie

(2005) addresses the negative inentives on investment imposed by total element long

run inremental ost (TELRIC) regulation, and �nds that within suh a framework a
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apital asset priing model appliation identi�es an allowed risk premium to be ruial

for sustainable investments. Indeed, Evans and Guthrie's models give interesting insights

into the investment inentives of spei� regulatory regimes. Unfortunately, their models

assume a universal servie obligation as well as a general revenue regulation. A seond

strand of literature disusses poliy unertainty or - more spei�ally - regulators' ex-post

opportunism (potential hold-up). Reentwork on different network industries, for example

Ishi & Yan (2004), Saphores et al. (2004) and Dobbs (2004) on�rms the hypothesis of

delayed infrastruture investments as addressed by Teisberg (1993), who showed that

rational �rms might delay investment when faing unertain or asymmetri pro�t and loss

restritions. However, previous researh on investment under regulation has not addressed

welfare enhaning aspets of regulatory unertainty, the issue of regulatory threats, whih

is basially the threat of governmental intervention in ase of inadequate prie levels.

The politial intention is the inumbents restriting their pries voluntarily (the so alled

light-hand regulation approah, for an overview on network industries see Hauap et al.

2006). Developed by Glazer & MMillan (1992), there have been numerous appliations

on different network setors (for an example of the British airport setor see Starkie (2001),

and Autt & Elliott (2001) for the experienes of the UK eletriity generation industry).

Brunekreeft (2004) translates the idea of regulatory threat to the threat of ex-post antitrust

intervention, �nding that under ertain onditions the latter an work in similar fashion

and also indue a voluntary prie ap. The work on regulation by threat of intervention has

negleted, as yet, to emphasize its relevane for investment deisions in network setors.

The remainder of this paper will be strutured as follows: the analytial bakground and

model are presented in Setion 2 followed by Setion 3 whih disusses the results and

highlights poliy impliations and diretions for future researh.

2 Analytial bakground and model

Consider an inumbent owning a network that is subjet to a third party aess regulation.

He faes the deision of an ex-ante pro�table investment of enhaning his urrent or

building up an entirely new network. The potential problem is that this infrastruture

enhanement might be regulated in the future. What fators determine the inumbent's

deision and what kind of risks does he have to bear?

Suppose the inumbent an hoose to invest either Î or nothing into a new, welfare

enhaning infrastruture. The investment is neessary to sell a new servie or good.

Consequently, it inreases market size and dereases pressure, allowing the skimming

of innovation rents by the investor. In doing so, the inumbent faes ertain risks, in

partiular the risk of being regulated one others have not invested being probably the

most ritial one.22 Furthermore, the investing party has to bear the risks of tehnologial obsolesene as well as simpleeonomi default. We refrain from disussing these risks to redue omplexity, but it is lear thatexpeted future pro�ts have to over these, too.
6 IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006
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Initially, the inumbent has zero marginal osts and revenues R = R(I, p), where I ∈
{0, Î} denotes the new investment taken by the inumbent and p the prie of the new

good. The following harateristis apply to the revenue funtion:

� without investment (I = 0), revenues are independent of prie, ∂R(I = 0)/∂p = 0,
and are equal to R0 = R (I = 0, p),

� with investment (I = Î), revenues are higher than without investment, R1(p) :=

R

(

I = Î, p
)

> R0 for p > 0,

� with investment (I = Î) and inreasing prie, revenues rise until p
∗
NR (prie of

maximum turnover) and fall beyond that,
∂R1

∂p







> 0 , if p < p
∗
NR,

= 0 , if p = p
∗
NR,

< 0 , if p > p
∗
NR.

Therefore, in the ase of investment Î , there is an optimal prie p
∗
NR for the inumbent

assuming an unregulated benhmark ase. The investment is welfare enhaning, and

inreases inumbent's pro�t without regulation threat, R1 (p∗NR) − Î > R0.

The regulator faes the dilemma between enabling the infrastruture investment and

avoiding super-normal pro�ts. More preisely, she has to de�ne a regulation prie pR,

whih just overs the total investment ost. Under asymmetri information, she does

not know whih investments are essential for aessing new ostumers, and whih is the

level of the ef�ient osts. Furthermore, there may exist real options that raise individual

demand of the inumbent, and these are unknown to the regulator. Thus, she is unaware of

the prie and she an only signal her aeptane of pries within a ertain tolerane braket,

with d expressing the distane between the regulation prie and an intervention prie p. For

any prie p1 hoosen by the inumbent above that upper limit, the regulator will intervene

with a probability of 1, setting the regulation prie pR. The regulator has the option to

mask signals to a ertain level. This signi�es that tolerane an be ex-ante unknown to

the inumbent. Suh behaviour enables the regulator to make the inumbent reveal his

true ost, at least to some extent. If the regulator signals the intervention prie perfetly,

the inumbent would invest, setting exatly that prie or - in ase of an unfavourable low

intervention prie - neglet the investment. Without perfet announement, the inumbent

might either invest and set a prie whih is above intervention prie, making the regulator

set the regulation prie or, being threatened by a possible regulation, he might set a prie

whih is below the intervention prie. In both ases, the resulting prie is lower than

intervention prie and is therefore welfare-enhaning. However, the investment under

regulatory risk may be prevented, if the inumbent's pereption of the intervention prie

is below a ost-overing level. Suh an underinvestment should be just as well avoided

as a monopoly exploitation by the inumbent, likewise.

A seond and somewhat more spei� problem is the possibility of a hold-up. In a

stati game, a regulator ould signal an ex-ante investment allowing tolerane. After

IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006 7
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investment, shemight hold up the inumbent by ex-post reduing her tolerane, identifying

the inumbent's prie as intolerably high and intervening by setting the regulation prie.

This prie ould be set welfare maximising, equal to marginal ost. Sine the inumbent

would antiipate suh a lak of regulatory ommitment he may refrain from investing.

Therefore, we assume that the regulator ommits to his signal via reputation and that no

hold-up our.

The inumbent builds up an expetation of the density funtion f(d) of the regulator's

tolerane interpreting her signals. We de�ne σ
2 = V ar (d) as the variane of that

tolerane. This variane inreases with weakening signals. Sine the inumbent has

information/signals about the regulation prie, he an estimate a density funtion over

intervention prie f(p) = f(d + pR). Note that this intervention prie is determined by

the regulator. For any inumbent's prie below that prie (but above the regulation prie),

the regulator refrains from intervention, tolerating a ertain deviation due to unertainty.

For any prie above the intervention prie, the regulator intervenes and sets the regulation

prie pR. Reapitulating, the inumbent ex-ante knows the regulation prie but neither

the regulator's tolerane nor - thereby - her intervention prie. Therefore, depending on

the signals given, the inumbent an only derive a density funtion of that intervention

prie. For simpliity, we assume that density funtion to follow a symmetri triangular

distribution:

f(p) =







p−pR

6σ2 , if pR ≤ p ≤ pR +
√

6σ
pR+2

√
6σ−p

6σ2 , if pR +
√

6σ < p ≤ pR + 2
√

6σ

0 , if p < pR or p > pR + 2
√

6σ.

(1)

The inumbent hene expets the regulator to intervene with a probability of F (p1) =
prob (p ≤ p1), where p1 is the inumbent's prie after investment. That probability an be

derived from the intervention prie's density funtion and shows the following properties:

F (p1) =

p1∫

0

f(x)dx

=







0 , if p1 < pR

(p−pR)2

12σ2 , if pR ≤ p1 ≤ pR +
√

6σ

1 − (pR+2
√

6σ−p)
2

12σ2 , if pR +
√

6σ < p1 ≤ pR + 2
√

6σ

1 , if p1 > pR + 2
√

6σ.

(2)

The expeted intervention prie p
e = pR+

√
6σ inreases in aordanewith the regulation

prie pR and with the regulator's tolerane, expressed by the variane of the density

funtion σ
2. For a given inumbent's prie the probability of intervention inreases

with a dereasing regulation prie or tolerane. A perfet signal sets the variane of

the expeted tolerane to zero (σ2 = 0) and equates expeted intervention prie with

regulator's intervention prie.

8 IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between the regulation prie pR, the intervention prie's

density funtion f(p) and the probability of regulation F (p1).

0

1

f(p)

F (p1)

p, p1

f , F

pR pe

Figure 1: Intervention prie density funtion and probability of regulation

The sequene of deision in the investment game is shown in �gure 2. In a �rst step, the

regulator gives a perfet signal about the regulation prie pR and a signal of her tolerane.

Using that signal, the inumbent develops his expetation about the intervention prie's

density funtion f(p); then he deides whether to invest or not. Deiding not to invest

keeps him under normal regulation, providing a pro�t π0. If he deides to invest, he will

set a prie p1, ausing the regulator to intervene or not.

Regulator

pR, d

-

signals
Inumbent

pR, f (p)

�
�

�
�

��1

P
P

P
P

PPqI = 0, p0 R0

I = Î, p1 Regulator ������:

XXXXXXz

no regulation

1 − F (p1) R1 (p1) − I

regulation

F (p1) R1 (pR) − I

Figure 2: the modelA market with symmetri information
As a benhmark, we analyze an investment deision under symmetri information. If

regulator knows about the total ost of investment, she is able to determine a minimum

prie p
∗∗
1 making the inumbent indifferent between investing and not, R0 = R1 (p∗∗1 )− Î .

To enable investment and minimize prie afterwards, regulator sets p
∗∗
1 exatly, and sends

a perfet signal on her (zero) tolerane. The inumbent reeives that signal and alulates

a probability funtion of regulatory intervention:

F (p1) =

{

0 , if p1 ≤ p
∗∗
1

1 , if p1 > p
∗∗
1 .

IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006 9
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The optimal prie after investment is then p

∗
1 = p

∗∗
1 : a prie p1 < p

∗∗
1 would have lower

revenues and hene a pro�t lower than without investment R0. A prie p1 > p
∗∗
1 on

the other hand would not be aepted and redued to p
∗∗
1 by the regulator. Thus, in

a market with symmetri information, where the regulator gives a perfet signal about

the regulation prie p
∗∗
1 and her tolerane of zero, the inumbent invests, setting exatly

that prie. With perfet information, potential regulation, i.e. the threat of regulation is

equivalent to atually enfored regulation.A regulated market
Under asymmetri information, the regulator faes the problem to deide whih signal

to give. To answer that question, we have to larify the inumbent's inentives. His

optimization problem is as follows:

max
I∈{0,Î},p

π
e =

{

F (p)R1 (pR) + (1 − F (p)) R1(p) − I , if I = Î,

R0 , if I = 0,
(3)

where π
e is the inumbent's expeted pro�t, in�uened by the inumbent's investment

deision and his prie. We denote p
∗
1 as his optimal prie under investment. The �rst order

ondition for the inumbent in ase of investment is

f (p∗1) [R1 (pR) − R1 (p∗1)] + (1 − F (p∗1))
∂R1

∂p
(p∗1)

!
= 0.

This an be rewritten as

(1 − F (p∗1))
∂R1

∂p
(p∗1) =

dF (p∗1)

dp
∗
1

[R1 (p∗1) − R1 (pR)] . (4)

A prie inrease would lead to a revenue inrease with a probability 1− F (p∗1) (left hand
side of equation (4)), and hene an inrease in expeted revenues.3 In equilibrium, that

inrease has to be equal to an expeted inreased drop in pro�t due to regulation (right

hand side of equation (4)).

As shown for the market with symmetri information, the prie p
∗∗
1 is de�ned as the break

even investment (minimum) prie with R0 = R1 (p∗∗1 ) − Î . Sine revenues inrease for

any prie p
∗∗
1 < p < p

∗
NR, a rational investor invests, if the optimal prie under investment

is greater than that minimum prie p
∗
1 > p

∗∗
1 .Proposition An inumbent's optimal prie under investment in ase of prie regulation

is

� p
∗
1 = p

∗
NR for pR ≥ p

∗
NR → F (p∗NR) = 0 or3 Note that in ase of regulation revenues are independent of that prie.

10 IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006
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� in range p

∗
1 ∈

[
pR, min

{
pR +

√
6σ, p∗NR

}]
with the following harateristis

∂p
∗
1/∂pR > 0 and ∂p

∗
1/∂σ > 0 for pR < p

∗
NR.

In the seond ase the inumbent's expeted pro�ts under investment inrease with an

inreasing regulation prie and a higher regulator's tolerane.

Proposition shows that the inumbent's optimal prie is lower than the expeted interven-

tion prie. Realistially, this prie lies below the inumbent's pro�t maximising prie in

the absene of regulation (Cournot prie).4 Sine the inumbent's optimal prie (and -

through that - his pro�t) is a funtion of pR and σ, it rises with an inreasing regulation

prie as well as an inreasing tolerane.

For the regulator, the results from the proposition indiate that one unertainty about the

atual harateristis of the investment inreases, she should either raise the regulation

prie or signal an inreasing tolerane with respet to upward deviations from that prie.

However, the better the regulator is informed, the lower she may set the tolerane and the

loser he an plae the regulation prie to the minimum investment enabling prie p
∗∗
1 .

In suh a setting, atual regulation beomes unneessary. The mere threat of regulation

prevents monopolisti pries while it allows pro�table investment - if her signals are not

to restritive and therefore forelosing.

3 Conlusions

This paper has modelled the trade-off a regulator faes when an inumbent intends to

invest into a new welfare enhaning infrastruture. On the one hand, the regulator tries to

antiipate market-power exploitation, on the other hand she has to onsider that the threat

of interventionmay prevent the investment. Our model shows that themore the regulator's

unertainty about the lowest investment-permitting prie inreases, the more she should

signal an inreased tolerane against deviations from that regulation prie. This indeed

raises the intervention prie and, onsequently, the inumbent's pro�ts. Nevertheless, the

mere threat of a regulatory intervention might make an inumbent set a tolerable prie

even without atual prie regulation. Given the orresponding limitation of abuse of

market-power, ex-ante tolerane of super-normal pro�ts an, from a welfare eonomi

perspetive, be onsidered to be preferable ompared to the preventing of the investment.

Moreover, the regulator ould redue thereby information asymmetries and derease the

optimal level of tolerane, resulting in a more preise intervention prie and an effetive

regulatory threat. Reapitulating our �ndings, one ould state that as long as the regulator

is unertain about ost and demand struture in the market of the infrastruture to be4 Only if the regulator overestimates the ost of investment or underrates the expeted revenues andtherefore sets a regulation prie above the inumbent's unregulated optimal prie, ournot hargingwould be favourable to setting the regulation prie.
IWH-Diskussionspapiere 7/2006 11
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enhaned, she should not be ating too intolerantly, sine suh behaviour might prevent

a welfare inreasing investment. These results are onsistent with previous researh on

the effetiveness of regulatory threats in partiular. Conerning the ase of Deutshe

Telekom, the German regulator should - ex ante - leave the infrastruture investment

unregulated and signal the regulation prie. This should enourage Deutshe Telekom

to invest while preventing it from exploiting its monopolisti power. From a dynami

perspetive, suh a light-handed regulation might enourage additional - and ompetitive

- infrastruture investment, inreasing tehnologial development, eonomi welfare and

making regulation redundant in the future. These results are onsistent with previous

researh on the effetiveness of regulatory threats in partiular. Therefore, our �ndings

show that the onept of regulating by the threat of intervention is not only appliable to

existing infrastruture but also to new investments as well.

This work desribed a regulator's optimal strategy onerning welfare enhaning infras-

truture investments in a stati game-theoreti setting, showing that the mere threat of

regulation may be preferred to an atual regulatory intervention. Future researh should

analyse the effetiveness of regulatory threat on investment in a dynami ontext. Addi-

tionally, demand risks ould be introdued to model a more realisti investment deision.

Over and above, further models should allow ontinuous investments and address the

issue of regulation-investment sensitivity.

4 Appendix

Proof of propositionInumbent's optimal prie
Case 1, pR ≥ p

∗
NR: This situation is omparable to that without regulation threat. Thus,

the optimal prie is p
∗
1 = p

∗
NR.

Case 2, pR < p
∗
NR: We show by ontradition, that p

∗
1 ≤ p

∗
NR, in a seond part, that

p
∗
1 ≤ pR +

√
6σ and in a third part, that p∗1 ≥ pR.

I p
∗
1 ≤ p

∗
NR: If we assume, that p∗1 > p

∗
NR, p

∗
NR would inrease pro�ts:

π1(p
∗
1) = F (p∗1)R1(pR) + (1 − F (p∗1))R1(p

∗
1) − I

< F (p∗NR)R1(pR) + (1 − F (p∗NR))R1(p
∗
NR) − I = π1(p

∗
NR),

beause

[F (p∗1) − F (p∗NR)] [R1(pR) − R1(p
∗
NR)] − [1 − F (p∗1)] [R1(p

∗
NR) − R1(p

∗
1)] < 0.

This indeed is a ontradition and hene p
∗
1 ≤ p

∗
NR.
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II p

∗
1 ≤ pR +

√
6σ: If we assume, that p

∗
1 > pR +

√
6σ, than equation 3 in onjuntion

with equation 1 an be written as following:

pR + 2
√

6σ − p1

6σ2
[R (pR) − R (p1)] +

(
pR + 2

√
6σ − p1

)2

12σ2

∂R1

∂p1

= 0,

R (pR) +
pR + 2

√
6σ − p1

2

∂R1

∂p1

= R (p1) .

That equation an't be hold, beause:

R (p1) = R (pR) +

∫ p1

pR

∂R

∂x
dx > R (pR) + (p1 − pR)

∂R

∂x

> R (pR) +
pR + 2

√
6σ − p1

2

∂R

∂x
.

This is a ontradition and hene p
∗
1 ≤ pR +

√
6σ.

III p
∗
1 ≥ pR: As pR < pNR, a p

∗
1 < pR annot be an optimum, beause ∂R1/∂p

∗
1 > 0.Reation of the inumbent's optimal prie

To proof the reation of the inumbent's optimal prie, we us the impliit funtion theorem.

We write (4) as:

g := f (p∗1) [R1 (pR) − R1 (p∗1)] + (1 − F (p∗1))
∂R1

∂p1

(p∗1)
!
= 0.

At �rst, we will proof that ∂g/∂p
∗
1 > 0 and after that, we look how g reats to pR and d.

Reation of g to p
∗
1 : We know that p∗1 ≤ pR +

√
6σ. Thus,

∂g

∂p
∗
1

=

≤0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

df

dp1

(p∗1) [R1 (pR) − R1 (p∗1)]−

≥0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

2f(p∗1)
∂R1

∂p
(p∗1) +

<0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(1 − F (p∗1))
∂

2
R1

∂p
2
1

(p∗1) < 0.

Change in expetations regarding the regulating prie :

∂g

∂pR

=

≥0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂f

∂pR

(p∗1) [R1 (pR) − R1 (p∗1)] +

≥0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

f(p∗1)
∂R1

∂pR

(pR) −

≤0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂F

∂pR

(p∗1)
∂R1

∂p1

(p∗1) > 0.

That leads to ∂p
∗
1/∂pR = − ∂g

∂pR

/
∂g

∂p∗
1

> 0.
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Change in the expeted tolerane :

∂g

∂σ
=

≥0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂f

∂σ
(p∗1) [R1 (pR) − R1 (p∗1)]−

≤0
︷ ︸︸ ︷

∂F

∂σ
(p∗1)

∂R1

∂p1

(p∗1) > 0

Thus, ∂p
∗
1/∂σ = − ∂g

∂σ

/
∂g

∂p∗
1

> 0.Reation of expeted pro�t by an inrease of the regulation prie
We de�ne p

∗1
1 as the prie hoosen by the inumbent and π

e1
1 as the expeted pro�t in ase

of the regulation prie p
1
R and p

∗2
1 as the prie hoosen by the inumbent and π

e2
1 as the

expeted pro�t in ase of the regulation prie p
2
R with p

1
R < p

2
R. The following an be

reasoned:

π
e1
1 (p∗11 ) =F

1(p∗11 )R1(p
1
R) + (1 − F

1(p∗11 ))R1(p
∗1
1 ) − I

≤F
2(p∗11 )R1(p

1
R) + (1 − F

2(p∗11 ))R1(p
∗1
1 ) − I

<F
2(p∗11 )R1(p

2
R) + (1 − F

2(p∗11 ))R1(p
∗1
1 ) − I =π

e2
1 (p∗11 )

≤π
e2
1 (p∗21 ),

beause of ∂F/∂pR ≤ 0, R1(p
1
R) < R1(p

∗1
1 ) and R1(p

1
R) < R1(p

2
R).Reation of expeted pro�t by an inrease of the regulator's tolerane

We de�ne p
∗1
1 as the prie hoosen by the inumbent and π

e1
1 as the expeted pro�t in ase

of the expeted tolerane σ
1 and p

∗2
1 as the prie hoosen by the inumbent and π

e2
1 as the

expeted pro�t in ase of the expeted tolerane σ
2 with σ

1
< σ

2. The following an be

reasoned:

π
e1
1 (p∗11 ) =F

1(p∗11 )R1(pR) + (1 − F
1(p∗11 ))R1(p

∗1
1 ) − I

≤F
2(p∗11 )R1(pR) + (1 − F

2(p∗11 ))R1(p
∗1
1 ) − I =π

e2
1 (p∗11 )

≤π
e2
1 (p∗21 ),

beause of ∂F/∂σ ≤ 0 and R1(pR) < R1(p
∗1
1 ).

�
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